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twist the handles down to expose the rim for 
drinking mode. kids can sip from anywhere 
around the rim using the lip-activated soft 
silicone seal to control the flow. the silicone seals 
closed when not in use, so it won’t spill if bub tips 
too far. so handy for little learners!

drinking 

travel mode

how to use

twist handles down in drinking mode

twist the clear top anti-clockwise to remove

fill your cup to the max line

then screw the top back on for drinking mode

so handy for little learners!

how to fill

twist the handles up to lock and go for travel 
mode. The rim is completely sealed so it won’t leak 
in your bag or pram. 



how to pull your 360 cup apart
twist handles down in drinking mode

twist the clear top anti-clockwise to separate from the cup

remove the silicone seal from the top

twist the handles up and all the way off the cup

silicone seal

clear lid

hand le

cup

how to clean
twist the handles up to lock and go for travel mode. 
The rim is completely sealed so it won’t leak in your bag or pram. 
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how to put your 360 cup back together

attach the handles to the cup by aligning the cup pins and
handle grooves. 

twist the handles anti-clockwise in a downward direction 
onto the cup 

stretch the silicone seal onto the clear lid, making sure the 
arrows on the inside of the seal and the arrows on the 
outside of the lid are facing the same way. 

push the seal into place so that the thicker, lower part of the 
seal sits neatly in the lid's groove labelled ‘bottom of seal’.

twist the lid clockwise onto the cup. 


